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2017 NEWS
21 students and 4 teachers from
Calthorpe Park School are preparing to visit Sri Lanka in October
2017 and volunteer for Ocean
Stars.
750 children attend preschools
supported by Ocean Stars.
38 teachers are being paid by
Ocean Stars.
14 volunteers prepare to visit
Ocean Stars preschools in October 2017.

CURRENT WISH LIST
Sponsor our staff as they travel
to all our preschools. It costs
£120 a month for our staff to
visit our 15 preschools in Batti
and monitor their progress.
Would you like to help with
transport and know that you are
changing lives in Sri Lanka?
Please e-mail if you can help:

Amali Bunter, Co-opted Trustee of Ocean Stars Trust, reflects on where
the Charity is after 12 years of operations in Sri Lanka:
The Ocean Stars Trust is in an exciting phase of its development as a charity.
Whilst continuing to impact positively on the lives of hundreds of children in Sri
Lanka everyday, the trustees have taken some bold decisions about the future,
ensuring they are sustainably helping to build a Sri Lanka where every child
has equal opportunity.
Whether it be an OST child sponsor who is about to be the first child in the family to attend university, offering access to quality education for preschool-aged children, or generating household incomes in rural villages through livelihood programmes, Ocean Stars is working purely to create a brighter future for the next
generation.
What stands out with Ocean Stars Trust is the personal commitment from everyone involved, from the UK
supporter base to the Ocean Stars Lanka staff, the parents of our school children in Sri Lanka and the fabulous group of trustees who work tirelessly to keep things going onwards and upwards. Some things money
just can't buy!
For such a small organisation, the impact of Ocean Stars is phenomenal. I'm looking forward to building our
impact assessments over the coming years and watching the family continue to grow.

Our Impact in Sri Lanka

oceanstarstrust@gmail.com
PAGE 1: Amali Bunter, co-opted
Trustee, reflects on our work
and our impact.
PAGE 2: Our work with preschools in Sri Lanka. Jennie
Dunbar, Trustee, talks about her
experience with OST.
Page 3: Our sponsorship programme and impact.
Page 4: Richard Oliver, Calthorpe Park School volunteer,
writes about his experience.

Over 500 children move on from our preschools to primary school
every January. The children on the left started at Kurumanvelly primary school having been to our preschool from the age of three. The
Principal said that children who come from Ocean Stars preschools
every year are confident, have good social skills, have a good knowledge of English, they can sing in English, Tamil and Sinhalese, have
good fine motor skills and stand out from children who have not attended preschool..
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The story of PATTIPALAI PRESCHOOL
OST supports 15 preschools in Eastern Sri Lanka, 1 in Vellaimanal near Trincomalee, 2 in Kilinochchi and 1 in Yatiyanthota. In
total some 750 children aged between 3 and 5 attend our preschools. These children would otherwise start school age 6 without
having had any early years education. The feedback we get from the schools that our children move to is that thanks to their
early years education our children arrive at primary school with good social skills, confidence, good knowledge of English, welldeveloped fine motor skills and an eagerness to learn. We support these preschools by paying the teachers wages, providing
educational resources, providing tables and chairs for the children, providing uniforms and school bags, providing teacher training
and supporting all aspects of maintaining a preschool. We have repaired leaking roofs, built fresh water wells for water and built
further preschools in remote villages.
Pattipalai is a very remote village that was badly affected by the war. About 80 families live in the village but must of the homes
are far apart. Education has not been a priority for the older generations and most of the workers are daily labourers working on
the fields. The parents have tried to set up a preschool for a long time and had approached several NGOs but with no success.
Last year they contacted the local education office for help and they in turn contacted Ocean Stars Lanka. We are very happy
that we are able to support this community and bring hope to the new generation of children.
Two of our volunteers who visited Pattipalai preschool in October 2016 reported back to the trustees that this preschool did not
have a door. This meant that security was an issue so there were no tables and chairs or any resources. Just a bare room, a
teacher and 30 children. In January 2017 Revd Dan Haylett, a trustee, went out to SL to monitor our projects. Fixing a door was
one of the tasks on his list but this was no easy task. The wood had to be obtained from one village, a carpenter in a town had to
make the door, a phone call was made to get the measurements but no accurate measuring tool was available. Once the door
was made it had to be transported two and a half hours on the roof of a tuk-tuk to the preschool. The door that had been made
did not fit the space and there were no tools no tools to sort out this problem straightaway. It took so many days that Revd Dan
had to return a week later to see the door now securely fixed. One of our supporters in the UK gave up smoking for Lent and
gave OST the money to spend on resources for Pattipalai. When Dilanee went out to SL in April 2017 she went on a major shopping expedition to source 30 children's tables, chairs, a teacher’s table, a teacher’s chair, a resource cupboard and pots of exciting resources and toys for the children. The children’s smiles and the joy on the teacher’s face reflected their gratitude. The parents on hearing the news came up to the preschool and thanked OST for giving their children an opportunity to have the best
possible start to their life in education.
If you work in a preschool in the UK and would like to have a cultural link with a preschool in Sri Lanka, then please do contact us
at oceanstarstrust@gmail.com .

OST Trustee Jennie Dunbar is making her first visit to Sri Lanka in October
I have been involved with OST from Day One because I am a friend of the Bunter family. I have
always helped out and attended at fundraising events. I became more heavily involved when I
became the Ocean Stars intern in 2014. During my internship I took on various admin tasks and
attended meetings. I learnt a lot about the charity and when the internship ended I wanted to
continue helping so I became an admin assistant. After a year of doing admin, I was delighted to
be invited to become a Trustee. The more I worked with OST the more I wanted to do to help the
disadvantaged people in SL. I have also realised the huge impact OST makes. I have always
been keen to go to SL so I am very excited to finally be able to see firsthand the work OST does,
and to meet the team on the ground in SL. Having been involved for so long and having heard
stories of previous trips, I am glad to be able to experience it for myself.
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Ocean Stars Sponsor over 150 children in Sri Lanka
Ocean Stars Trust has two sponsorship
schemes - in Trincomalee and Batticaloa. It
costs £15 a month to sponsor a child, and you
can change a life by sponsoring a child. Several
of our original sponsor children who were 5
years old in 2005 are now doing their A Levels
and are hoping to go to University. Without the
extra family income that our sponsorship programme offers, these children would not have
been able to have such aspirations. We would
like to say a BIG thank you to all our sponsors.
Your support has been invaluable. Here are
three sponsor child stories:
My name is Kimaya Begum from Trincomalee and I have been sponsored by Ocean Stars since I was 4
years old. After the tsunami my parents lost their home and we lived in a camp for displaced families.
OST gave my parents hope and helped me with my education when my parents had no income. My father is a fisherman and he was not allowed to go fishing during the civil war. I would like to thank my
sponsor family in the UK for giving me the opportunity to study. I got the highest marks on the island for
my science GCSEs and I am studying for my A levels. I want to go University and study to be a Doctor.
No one in my village has gone to University and I hope to be one of the first OST children from my village
to go to University. None of this would have happened without the sponsorship to help me.

I am Kumar from Batticaloa and
I have been sponsored for 3
years. I live with my mother and
she is disabled so cannot work.
My dream came true in April
2017 when I received a bicycle
from the gift catalogue.

I am Shahani from Batticaloa and I have
been sponsored since I was 5 years old. My
parents are both hearing-impaired and unable to work. OST has given my family hope
and me a chance to study and get a job.
OST come and visit my family every year
and they really care about me and my family.
Sponsor a child £15 per month

Gift Catalogue now online – and with PayPal

There are many children in a number of different OST supported projects who would benefit greatly from sponsorship.

Our Gift Catalogue is now available online in our web shop at
www.oceanstars.org.uk . You can also pay on-line using PayPal and
customise your Gift Card at the same time – all very simple and very
quick. (We still accept payment by downloadable order form and cheque
if you have no PayPal account).

For just £15.00 a month a family can be helped with the cost
of food and education supplies for their children.
They are all very grateful for the extra funds they receive and
the parents of the older children use the funds for tuition,
travel, and buying school books. In Sri Lanka schools usually
finish around 1.30pm and it is normal practice for pupils to
attend extra tuition classes, later in the afternoon.

Mark that special occasion by giving a gift on behalf of your family member or friend. We guarantee that what you buy will reach a grateful
recipient. Say “Happy Birthday”, “Happy Christmas”, “Thank You” or “I
Love You” and add a personalised greeting. We will post the greeting
card directly to the nominated address.
If you simply want to make a donation – you can also use PayPal (no fees
- we receive all your donation).

To sponsor a child, or for more information about any other
aspect of sponsorship, please contact the OST secretary:

(Not an internet user? In order to keep costs down, we no longer routinely send out printed Gift Catalogues but are happy to provide you with
a paper copy upon request – please contact us)

Jo Barton,
2 Dukes Mead
Fleet, Hants, GU51 4HA
jobarton2@gmail.com

Give a Gift

Donate securely online through
Justgiving.com OR Virgin Money Giving

OCEAN STARS TRUST

Gift Catalogue
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Richard Oliver, a Year 11 student from Calthorpe Park School, reflects on his
trip to Sri Lanka with Ocean Stars Trust.
I am a Year 11 student at Calthorpe Park School in Fleet and I went to Sri Lanka with my
school and Ocean Stars in October 2016. I enjoyed all the fundraising I had to do before going to Sri Lanka. I was part of a team of 18 students and we organised Easter and Summer
fairs at school. We sold pot noodles, cakes and drinks. This really helped the team to bond
before our trip to SL.
The people we met in SL were so welcoming and friendly. We spent the first three days visiting tourist sights. Words don’t do justice to what we saw and experienced. The country is so
beautiful. We went tea-plucking at a tea plantation. The experience was mind-blowing. The
women work long days doing hard physical work for very little pay. The temples we saw were
something else. I found the dedication of the people to religion incredible. They are all so spiritual.
We then visited our link school in Batticaloa. We took lots of resources with us. The children enjoyed simple things
that students in the UK would never even care about. They really enjoyed the pencils, crayons, paper and balls we
took. Words cannot describe the experience we had in the Batti secondary schools. I have never seen so many excited children. One day one of the SL boys went up to one of our group and said” Here is Sam my best friend.” That
little sentence was so meaningful and moving.
I found the attitude of the Batti students to education very different to UK students. In the UK students view education
as a pain and something they have no choice about. In Sri Lanka they see it as a gateway, to learn and to socialise.
It seems like if they were at home they would rather be at school. It is the opposite to here in the UK. In one school
someone had written on the wall “I love school.”
After the trip I am a lot more grateful for what I have at home. I would tell anyone who had the chance to go on the trip to go. This is a trip of a lifetime and
this is the best time to do it as
the students in SL are the
same age as us. I would love to
return to Sri Lanka.

Founder and Trustees of Ocean Stars Trust

From left to right: Dilanee: Founder of Ocean Stars Trust, Danny: Trustee, Maureen: Chair, Jo: Secretary,
John: Treasurer, Dan: Trustee, Jennie: Trustee,

Kate: Trustee

We would like to thank you all for your support.

